
Sentences:

After a long day, she relaxed on the ________ _ _ _ _ _  _

The ________ _ _ _ _ won the best picture award at the film festival.

Every morning, he takes his dog to the ________ _______ for a walk.

They planted ________ _ _ _ _ in their backyard to attract butterflies.

The book about ____________ was incredibly fascinating and informative
.
For her birthday, she received a ________ ____________as a gift.

The art exhibition displayed an impressive ________________ .

During the holiday, they visited the famous _____________ in the city.

Noun Phrases:

A. the soft, comfortable couch
B. bustling central park
C. vibrant, colorful flowers
D. mysterious ancient civilizations
E. small, intricately carved wooden box
F. captivating documentary film
G. historic museum
H. collection of abstract paintings

MATCH THE NOUN PHRASE
Name: Date:

Instructions: Below are eight sentences with missing noun phrases,
and a separate list of noun phrases. Match the noun phrases to the

appropriate sentences.



Sentences:

After a long day, she relaxed on the soft, comfortable couch

The captivating documentary film won the best picture award at the
film festival.

Every morning, he takes his dog to the bustling central park for a walk.

They planted vibrant, colorful flowers in their backyard to attract
butterflies.

The book about mysterious ancient civilizations was incredibly
fascinating and informative
.
For her birthday, she received a small, intricately carved wooden box
as a gift.

The art exhibition displayed an impressive collection of abstract
paintings

During the holiday, they visited the famous historic museum in the city.

Noun Phrases:

A. soft, comfortable couch
B. bustling central park
C. vibrant, colorful flowers
D. mysterious ancient civilizations
E. small, intricately carved wooden box
F. captivating documentary film
G. historic museum
H. collection of abstract paintings

MATCH THE NOUN PHRASE
Name: Date:
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